The L500C Lexington white thermofoil is the perfect alternative to paint. The durable easy-to-clean finish resist stains, abrasions, fading, and cracking.
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COLLECTION
FERTIG'S HIGHLAND COLLECTION BRINGS CONTEMPORARY ELEGANCE TO ANY HOME.

Highland is a custom manufacturer of high-quality European-styled lines of cabinetry for kitchens, bath, and commercial applications. In the Highland Contemporary Series, your choice can vary from white, gray or almond melamine to the broad range of Formica® or Wilson Art® high-pressure laminate colors for that high-styled designer look.

A TOUCH OF BEAUTY!

In the Woods of Highland Series, choose from five different wood species (Walnut, Oak, Cherry, Maple, Hickory) and over 100 different door styles. With a door selection this vast, your new kitchen will become a unique statement of your individuality.

MANY STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM!

Highland cabinetry construction is of rigid glue/dowel assembly and true European case design, featuring full overlay doors, Blum 125° concealed clip hinges, Blum self-closing epoxy coated ball bearing drawer glides, which carry a lifetime guarantee from the manufacturer.
HIGHLAND CONTEMPORARIES

Vyband
Allure
Norwood
Celebrity

Nordic
Manhattan
Olympia
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P.O. BOX 210
MOOREFIELD, WEST VIRGINIA 26836
TEL: (304) 538-6215
FAX: (304) 538-7439

Cabinetry proudly manufactured in America!
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